CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

NE 43rd St Improvements Project
Intersection Closure at University Way NE and NE 43rd St

OVERVIEW
A full closure is planned for the intersection of University Way NE and NE 43rd St from Saturday November 21st until Thursday morning November 26th. As part of the NE 43rd St Improvements Project, we will be doing roadway panel base repair, repaving the intersection, and adding a new raised crosswalk. Please note this work is weather dependent. If the schedule changes based on weather, the impacted businesses will be notified.

WHY IS A FULL CLOSURE NECESSARY?
In order to minimize the length of time that this project impacts the local business community, we are doing this full closure for 5 days in order to be done with the work prior to the holiday season. Without the full closure this work would take up to three weeks to complete. We recognize construction is impactful and we thank you for your patience as we complete our work.

WHAT TO EXPECT DURING OUR WORK
• Work hours between 7AM and 7PM
• Full closure of University Way NE and NE 43rd St intersection (24 hours per day)
• Local access on University Way NE to the north and south of the 43rd intersection will be maintained
• Access to the University Bookstore parking lot will be maintained
• Pedestrian access to businesses on 43rd will be maintained with well-marked pathways
• Temporary parking and load zone restrictions
• Temporary detours around the work zone and staging area
• Typical construction noise, dust, and vibrations
• Metro bus routes #45, #73, and #373 will be rerouted. For details, visit: www.kingcounty.gov/depts/transportation/metro.aspx

This project is funded by the 9-year Levy to Move Seattle, approved by voters in 2015. Learn more about the levy at www.seattle.gov/LevytoMoveSeattle.
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(206) 256-5458 | 43rdImprovements@seattle.gov
www.seattle.gov/transportation/43rdImprovements
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